
Movian - Bug #407
please add support for Russian subtitles
03/19/2011 03:29 PM - Александр Штепин

Status: Fixed Start date: 03/19/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Александр Штепин % Done: 0%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 3.0
Found in version: Platform:
Description

Through the program, Russian subtitles are displayed as Chinese characters. Video image behind the audio and subtitles are not only
not get into the frame, but they rush with great speed, and do not have time to read them. Fix it, please.

History
#1 - 04/12/2011 08:31 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category changed from 19 to Subtitles

#2 - 04/12/2011 08:48 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Александр Штепин

Please attach a sample file to this ticket.

#3 - 04/12/2011 10:30 PM - Александр Штепин

sample too much weight to add to attach. so filled separately to the site here is the link: http://www.multiupload.com/ZJF3PC9HTS

#4 - 05/04/2011 10:11 AM - Александр Штепин

after the last update the subtitle language instead of Chinese characters has become Arabic characters.

#5 - 05/16/2011 10:05 PM - Andreas Smas

Downloading there requires premium membership or having to wait for the download for 500 minutes.
Neither is appealing.

Please use a tool like filesplitter to cut the file in 50mbyte chunks or something and then upload only the first one.

#6 - 05/21/2011 11:00 AM - Александр Штепин

thanks for the new update, with Russian subtitles are displayed as they should

#7 - 05/21/2011 11:06 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
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- Target version set to 2.99

Ok great!

#8 - 05/21/2011 11:43 AM - Александр Штепин

I'm sorry I was wrong. Fixed only in the Showtime version Multiman, because there is encoding Windows 1251. In your version is still no support for the
Russian language = (

#9 - 05/21/2011 10:04 PM - Andreas Smas

Ask the author of multiman for a patch and I will merge it.

#10 - 05/23/2011 09:56 PM - Andreas Smas

1251 added in commit:2d213cd9

#11 - 06/10/2011 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0

#12 - 06/12/2011 07:45 PM - Galin Grozdanov

Congratulations  about this awesome Home Theater System product, I'm also wondering how to  add Windows 1251 support. "...1251 added in
2d213cd9" Is it complicated to explain , how to, as for non-professional, but with good user skill, Tank You in advanced Andreas Öman.
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